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1. Introduction    

Detection and characterization of microstructures is important in many research fields such 
as metrology, biology, astronomy, atmospheric contamination, etc. These structures include 
micro/nano particles deposited on surfaces or embedded in different media and their 
presence is typical, for instance, as a defect in the semiconductor industry or on optical 
surfaces. They also contribute to SERS and may contribute to solar cell performance 
[Sonnichsen et al., 2005; Stuart et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2007]. The central problem related to the 
study of morphological properties of microstructures (size, shape, composition, density, 
volume, etc.) is often lumped into the category of “Particle Sizing” and has been a primary 
research topic [Peña et al., 1999; Moreno and Gonzalez, 2000; Stuart et al., 2005; Lee et al., 
2007]. 
There are a great variety of techniques available for the study of micro- and nano- 
structures, including profilometry and microscopy of any type: optical, electron, atomic 
force microscopy (AFM), etc. Those based on the analysis of the scattered light have become 
widely recognized as a powerful tool for the inspection of optical and non-optical surfaces, 
components, and systems. Light-scattering methods are fast, flexible and robust. Even more 
important, they are generally less expensive and non-invasive; that is, they do not require 
altering or destroying the sample under study [Germer et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2002; 
Mulholland et al., 2003].  
In this chapter we will focus on contaminated surfaces composed of scattering objects on or 
above smooth, flat substrates. When a scattering system gets altered either by the presence 
of a defect or by any kind of irregularity on its surface, the scattering pattern changes in a 
way that depends on the shape, size and material of the defect. Here, the interest lies not 
only in the characterization of the defect (shape, size, composition, etc.), but also on the mere 
detection of its presence. We will show in detail how the analysis of the backscattering 
patterns produced by such systems can be used in their characterization. This may be useful 
in practical situations, like the fabrication of a chip in the semiconductor industry in the case 
of serial-made microstructures, the performance of solar cells, for detection and 
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characterization of contaminants in optical surfaces like telescope mirrors or other 
sophisticated optics, and for assessing surface roughness, etc. [Liswith, 1996; Chen, 2003]. 
Before considering the first practical situation, we find it convenient to describe the 
backscattering detection concept. 

Backscattering detection 

In a typical scattering experiment, a beam of radiation is sent onto a target and the 

properties of the scattered radiation are detected. Information about the target is then 

extracted from the scattered radiation. All situations considered in this work exploit this 

detection scenario in the backscattering direction. Although backscattered light may be the 

only possible measurement that can be made in some situations, especially when samples 

are crowded with other apparati, it also does have some advantages that make it a useful 

approach in other situations. Backscattering detection can be very sensitive to small 

variations in the geometry and/or optical properties of scattering systems with structures 

comparable to the incident wavelength. It will be shown how an integration of these, over 

either the positive or negative quadrant, corresponding to the defect side or the opposite 

one, respectively, yields a parameter that allows one not only to deduce the existence of a 

defect, but also to provide some information about its size and location on the surface, 

constituting a non-invasive method for detecting irregularities in different scattering 

systems. 

2. System description 

Figure 1 shows an example of a typical practical situation of a microstructure that may or 

may not contain defects. In this case, the microstructure is an infinitely long cylinder, or 

fiber. Together with the real sample, we show the 2D modelling we use to simulate this 

situation and provide a 3D interpretation.  

This basic design consists on an infinitely long metallic cylinder of diameter D, placed on a 

flat substrate. We define two configurations: the Non-Perturbed Cylinder (NPC) 

configuration, where the cylinder has no defect and the Perturbed Cylinder (PC) 

configuration, which is a replica of the NPC except for a defect that can be either metallic or 

dielectric and can be located either on the cylindrical microstructure itself or at its side, lying 

on the flat substrate underneath. We consider the spatial profile of this defect to be 

cylindrical, but other defect shapes can be considered without difficulty. The cylinder axis is 

parallel to the Y direction and the X-Z plane corresponds to both the incidence and 

scattering planes. This restricts the geometry to the two-dimensional case, which is adequate 

for the purpose of our study [Valle et al., 1994; Moreno et al., 2006; Albella et al.,2006; Albella 

et al., 2007]. The scattering system is illuminated by a monochromatic Gaussian beam of 

wavelength λ (633nm) and width 2ω0, linearly polarized perpendicular to the plane of 

incidence (S-polarized).  

In order to account for the modifications introduced by the presence of a defect in the 

scattering patterns of the whole system, we use the Extinction theorem, which is one of the 

bases of modern theories developed for solving Maxwell’s Equations. The primary reason 

for this choice is that it has been proven a reliable and effective method for solving 2D light-

scattering problems of rounded particles in close proximity to many kinds of substrates 

[Nieto-Vesperinas et al., 1992; Sanchez-Gil et al., 1992; Ripoll et al., 1997; Saiz et al., 1996]. 
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Fig. 1. Example of a contaminated microstructure (top figure) and its corresponding 2D and 
3D models.  

The Extinction theorem is a numerical algorithm. To perform the calculations, it is necessary 
to discretize the entire surface contour profile (substrate, cylinder and defect) into an array 
of segments whose length is much smaller than any other length scale of the system, 
including the wavelength of light and the defect. Bear in mind that it is important to have a 
partition fine enough to assure a good resolution in the high curvature regions of the surface 
containing the lower portion of the cylinder and defect. Furthermore, and due to obvious 
computing limitations, the surface has to be finite and the incident Gaussian beam has to be 
wide enough to guarantee homogeneity in the incident beam but not so wide as to produce 
undesirable edge effects at the end of the flat surface. Consequently, in our calculations, the 
length of the substrate has been fixed to 80┣ and the width (2ω0) of the Gaussian beam to 8λ. 

3. Metallic substrates 

In this section we initially discuss the case of metallic cylinders, or fibers, deposited on 
metallic substrates and with the defect either on the cylinder itself or on the substrate but 
near the cylinder.   

Defect on the Cylinder 

As a first practical situation, Figure 2 shows the backscattered intensity pattern, as a 
function of the incident angle θi , for a metallic cylinder of diameter D = 2λ. We consider two 
different types of defect materials of either silver or glass and having diameter d = 0.15λ.  
It can be seen how the backscattering patterns measured on the unperturbed side of the 
cylinder (corresponding to θs < 0) remain almost unchanged from the reference pattern. In 
this case, we could say that the defect was hidden or shadowed by the incident beam. If the 
scattering angle is such that the light illuminates the defect directly, a noticeable change in 
the positions and intensity values of the maxima and minima results. The number of 
maxima and minima observed may even change if the defect is larger than 0.4λ. This means 
that there is no change in the effective size of the cylinder due to the presence of the defect. 
This result can be explained using a phase-difference model [Nahm & Wolf, 1987; Albella et 
al., 2007], where the substrate is replaced by an image cylinder located opposite the 
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substrate from the real one. Then, we can consider the two cylinders as two coherent 
scatterers. The resultant backscattered field is the linear superposition of the scattered fields 
from each cylinder, which only differ by a phase corresponding to the difference in their 
optical paths and reflectance shifts. This phase difference is directly related to the diameter 
of the cylinder. See the Appendix for more detail on this model. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Backscattered intensity pattern Iback as a function of the incident angle θi for a metallic 
cylinder of diameter D = 2λ. Two different types of defect material (either silver or glass) 
have been considered, with a diameter d = 0.15λ [Albella et al., 2007]. 

One other interesting point is that the backscattering pattern has nearly the same shape in 
terms of intensity values and minima positions, regardless of the nature of the defect. 
Perhaps, the small differences observed manifest themselves better when the defect is 
metallic. However for θs > 0, a difference in the backscattered intensity can be noticed when 
comparing the results for silver and glass defects. If we observe a minimum in close detail 
(magnified regions), we see how Iback increases with respect to the cylinder without the 
defect when it is made of silver. In the case of glass located at the same position, Iback 
decreases. These differences can be analyzed by considering an incremental integrated 
backscattering parameter σbr, which is the topic of the next section. 

Parameter σbr 
One of the objectives outlined in the introduction of this chapter was to show how the 
backscattering pattern changes when the size and the position of a defect are changed, and 
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whether it is possible to find a relationship between those changes and the defect properties 
of size and position. A systematic analysis of the pattern evolution is necessary. The 
possibility of using the shift in the minima to obtain the required information [Peña et al., 
1999] is not suitable in this case because there is no consistency in the behaviour of the 
angular positions of the minima with defect change. Based on the loss of symmetry in the 
backscattering patterns introduced by the cylinder defect, a more suitable parameter can be 
introduced to account for these variations. We have defined it as 

σ
br

± =
σ

b

± −σ
b0

±

σ
b 0

± =
σ

b

±

σ
b 0

± −1

 

where 

ssbackb
dI θθσ ⋅= ∫

±± º90

0
)(  

is the backscattering intensity (Iback) integrated over either the positive (0º to 90º) or the 
negative (0º to −90º) quadrant. Subscript 0 stands for the NPC configuration. One of the 
reasons for using σbr± is that integrating over θs allows us to account for changes produced 
by the defect in the backscattering efficiencies associated with an entire backscattering 
quadrant, not just in a fixed direction. 
Figure 3 shows a comparison of σbr calculated from the scattering patterns shown in Figure 
2, as a function of the angular position of the defect on the main cylinder. It can be seen that 
the maximum value of σbr± has an approximate linear dependence on the defect size d. As an 
example, for the case of a metallic defect near a D = 2λ cylinder, [σbr]max = 2.51d − 0.14 with a 

regression coefficient of 0.99 and d expressed in units of λ. For d ∈ [0.05λ, 0.2λ] and cylinder 
sizes comparable to λ, it is found that the positions [σbr]max and [σbr]min are independent of the 
cylinder size D. Another characteristic of the evolution of σbr+ is the presence of a minimum 
or a maximum around φ = 90º for metallic and dielectric defects, respectively. Examining 
the behaviour of this minimum allows us to conclude that [σbr]min also changes linearly with 
defect size; however, the slope is no longer independent of the cylinder size. 
 

 

Fig. 3. σbr± comparison for two different types of defects as a function of the defect position 
for a silver cylinder of D = 2λ [Albella et al., 2007]. 
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The most interesting feature shown in Figure 3 is that in all cases considered, σbr for a glass 
defect has the opposite behaviour of that observed for a silver defect. That is, when the 
behaviour of the dielectric is maximal, the behaviour of the conductor is minimal, and vice 
versa. This behaviour suggests a way to discriminate metallic from dielectric defects. We 
shall focus now on the evolution of parameter σ± with the optical properties of the defect 
and in particular for a dielectric defect around the regions where the oscillating behaviour of 
σbr reaches the maximum amplitude, that is, φ = 50º and φ = 90º.  
 

 

Fig. 4. Evolution of σbr± with ┝ for a fixed defect position (50º). The behaviour for the glass 
defect (red) is opposite that of the silver defect (black) [Albella et al., 2007]. 

Figure 4, shows three curves of σbr+ (50º) as a function of the dielectric constant ┝ (ranging from 
2.5 to 17), for three different defect sizes. For each defect size, σbr+(50º) begins negative and with 
negative slope; it reaches a minimum (-0.22) and then undergoes a transition to a positive 
slope to a maximum (approximately 0.45). This means that for each size, there is a value of ┝ 
large enough to produce values of σbr+(50º) similar to those obtained for silver defects. The zero 
value would correspond to a situation where σbr+(50º) cannot be used to discriminate the 
original defect. When the former analysis is repeated for φ = 90º similar behaviour is found, 
although σbr+(90º) has the opposite sign, as expected. As an example, σbr+(90º) for a d = 0.1λ 
defect is shown in Figure 4. Analogue calculations have been carried out for different values of 
D ranging from λ to 2λ, leading to similar results, i.e., the same σbr(┝) with zero values is 
obtained for different values of ┝. The region shadowed in Figure 4, typically a glass defect, can 
be fit linearly and could produce a direct estimation of the dielectric constant of the defect. As 
an example, σbr(50º) = −0.03┝ + 0.02 for the case of d = 0.1λ. 

4. Defect on the substrate  

We now consider the defect located on the substrate close to the main cylinder, within 1 or 2 
wavelengths. In Figure 5 we see that there remains a clear difference in the backscattering 
patterns obtained in each of the two hemispheres, thus making it possible to predict which 
side of the cylinder the defect is located. Results shown in Figure 4 correspond to a cylinder 
of D = 2λ and defect positions: x = 1.2λ, 2λ, while the defect size is fixed at d = 0.2λ. 
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Fig. 5. Backscattering patterns obtained for when the defect is located on the substrate, 
together with the perfect, isolated cylinder case. 

We observe again that the backscattering pattern changes more on the side where the defect 
is located. This behaviour is similar to that observed in the case of a defect on the cylinder. 
However, if we look at the side opposite the defect, the backscattering pattern does change if 
the defect is located outside the shadow cast by the cylinder. When the defect is near the 
cylinder (x = 1.2λ), that is, within the shadow region, the change in the scattering pattern is 
negligible at any incident angle. Nevertheless, when the defect is located further from the 
cylinder (x = 2λ), the change in the left-hand side can be noticed for incidences as large as 
θi = 40º.  
Figure 6 shows the evolution of σbr for two different cylinders of D = 1λ and D = 2λ, and for 
three different sized defects, d = 0.1λ, 0.15λ and 0.2λ. The shadowed area represents defect 
positions beneath the cylinder, not considered in the calculations. The smaller shadow 
produced in the D = λ case causes oscillations in σbr− for smaller values of x.  
It is worth noting that for a given cylinder size, the presence and location of a defect can be 
monitored. For a D = λ cylinder with x as great as 2λ, σbr− can increase as much as 10% for a 
defect of d = 0.2λ. When the defect is closer than x = 1.5λ, σbr+ becomes negative while σbr− is 
not significant. Finally, when x < λ, σbr+ is very sensitive and strongly tends to zero. In the 
case of a D = 2λ cylinder, the most interesting feature is the combination of high absolute 
values and the strong oscillation of σbr+ for x within the interval [λ, 2λ]. Here the absolute 
value of |σbr+| indicates the proximity of the defect, and the sign designates the location 
within the interval. 
Although the size of the defect does not change the general behaviour, it is interesting to 
notice that when comparing both cases, σbr+ is sensitive to the defect size and also dependent 
on the size of the cylinder, something that did not occur in the former configuration when 
the defect was located on the cylinder. Both situations can be considered as intrinsically 
different scattering problems: with the defect on the substrate, there are two distinct 
scattering particles, but with the defect on the cylinder, the defect is only modifying slightly 
the shape of the cylinder and consequently the overall scattering pattern. 
To illustrate this difference, Figure 7 shows some examples of the near-field and far-field 
patterns produced by both situations for different defect positions. Figure 7(a) shows the 
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Fig. 6. σbr for two different cylinders sizes, D = λ, 2λ and three defect sizes d = 0.1λ, 0.15λ and 
0.2λ. Defect position x ranges from 0.5λ to 3λ from the center of the Cylinder [Albella et al., 
2007]. 

near-field plot of the perfect cylinder and will be used as a reference. Figure 7(b) and 7(c) 
correspond to the cases of a metallic defect on the cylinder. The outline of the defect is 
visible on these panels. It can be seen that the defect does not change significantly the shape 
of the near field when compared to the perfect cylinder case. Figure 7(d) and 7(e) 
correspond to the cases of a metallic defect on the substrate. In Figure 7(d), the defect is 
farthest from the cylinder, outside the shadow region, and we observe a significantly 
different field distribution around the micron-sized particle located in what initially was a 
maximum of the local field produced by the main cylinder. The same feature can be found 
in the far-field plot. This case corresponds to the maximum change with respect to the non-
defect case. Finally, Figure 7(e) corresponds to the case of a metallic defect on the substrate 
and close to the cylinder, very close to the position shown in Figure 7(c). As expected, both 
cases are almost indistinguishable. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Near field plots for a silver cylinder sized D = 2λ located on a silver substrate and 
illuminated at normal incidence. (b) and (c) show patterns for the defect located on the 
cylinder and (d) and (e) show patterns for the defect located on the substrate. The main 
cylinder and defect are outlined in black. Each plot has its corresponding far-field at the 
bottom compared to the NPC case pattern. 
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5. Influence of the optical properties of the substrate 

In this section, we discuss the sensitivity of the defect detection technique to the optical 
properties of the substrate in the two possible situations described before: (A) with the 
defect on the cylinder and (B) with the defect on the substrate near the cylinder. We will see 
how the substrate can affect the detection capabilities in each particular situation. 
In the previous sections, we described how a small defect located on a micron-sized silver 
cylinder on a substrate changes the backscattered intensity. We showed that an integration 
of the backscattered intensity over either the positive or negative quadrant, corresponding 
to the defect side or the opposite side, yields a parameter σbr sensitive not only to the 
existence of the defect but also to its size and location on the microstructure. These results 
were initially obtained for perfectly conducting systems and later on, for more realistic 
systems: dielectric or metallic defects on a metallic cylinder located on a metallic substrate. 
From a practical point of view, detection and sizing of very small defects on microstructures 
located on any kind of substrate by non-invasive methods could be very useful in quality-
control technology and in nano-scale monitoring processes. This section is focused on 
examining the sensitivity of this technique to the optical properties of the substrate in the 
aforementioned situations. In this section we also consider the cylinder to be composed of 
gold.    

5.1 Defect on the cylinder 
Figure 8 shows a comparison between the backscattered intensity pattern for a perturbed 
gold cylinder located on a metallic gold substrate and the backscattering pattern obtained 
for the same system located on other substrates having different optical properties. The 
diameter of the main cylinder and of the defect are D = λ and d = 0.1λ, respectively, thus 
keeping constant the ratio d/D = 0.1. The defect position has been fixed on the cylinder at φ = 
50º as it is one of the most representative cases. 
As can be observed for backscattering angles θs < 0, that is when the cylinder shadows the 
defect, the shape of the pattern remains essentially the same. We also do see slightly smaller 
values as we increase the dielectric constant of the substrate. When we illuminate the system 
on the same side as the defect, θs > 0, we tend to see the opposite behaviour: in the locations 
where the values of Iback increased as we increase the dielectric constant of the substrate, and 
approaching the values of Iback for the metallic substrate case. Although the changes in the 
backscattering induced by the defect may seem negligible, we will see that these differences 
can be monitored with appropriate integrating parameters. In particular, we use the 
integrated backscattering parameter σbr as defined in the previous sections. 
Figure 9(a) shows the behaviour of σbr for different dielectric substrates as a function of the 
angular position of the defect. An interesting result is the increase of |σbr+| as we increase ε, 
reaching a maximum for the case of a metal. The opposite behaviour is observed for |σbr−|. 
The maximum absolute value of σbr+ and σbr− for pure dielectric substrates is plotted in 
Figure 9(b) as a function of the substrate dielectric constant ┝. We notice that the quantity σbr 

is more sensitive to ε within the interval ┝ ∈ [1.2, 4] and it saturates for high values of ┝, 
tending to the metal substrate case. Absorption has not been considered for the case of real 
dielectrics as it is very small in the visible range. Another interesting result is that for a 
defect on the upper part of the cylinder φ < 50º, σbr− is very sensitive to the metal/dielectric 
nature of the substrate. On the other hand, these remarkable values of σbr− make it more 
difficult to locate the position of the defect. 
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Fig. 8. Backscattering patterns for a defect on a cylinder placed on a substrate for different 
substrate optical properties (┝). The defect and cylinder are made of gold and of size d =0.1λ 
and D=λ respectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. (a) Evolution of σbr for a defect on a cylinder as a function of the optical properties of 
the substrate. (b) Evolution of max(σ+) and max(σ−) for pure dielectric substrates as a function 
of the substrate dielectric constant, ε [Albella et al., 2008]. 
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5.2 Defect on the substrate 
Figure 10 shows a series of graphs comparing the patterns obtained for different dielectric 
substrates with those obtained for a metallic substrate for a fixed defect position x = 3λ/4. 
For θs < 0, i.e. the region opposite to the defect side, the change induced by the defect in the 
backscattering pattern is not significant, independent of the kind of substrate material. 
However, when θs > 0, the backscattering is strongly affected by the defect, especially for the 
dielectric substrate. For increasing values of the dielectric constant, the change induced by 
the defect becomes smaller. This is the opposite of what was found when the defect was on 
the cylinder. 
 

 

Fig. 10. The backscattered intensity pattern Iback as a function of the incident angle θi. 

Parameter σbr allows for a straightforward assessment of these defects. Figure 11 shows the 
evolution of σbr for different dielectric and metallic substrates as a function of the position x 
of the defect in the substrate. The shadowed area represents defect positions under the 
cylinder, not considered in the calculations. The most interesting feature of the curves 
shown in Figure 11(a) is the high sensitivity of |σbr+| to the presence of a defect for the case 
of dielectric substrates. This sensitivity grows when the contrast in refractive index between 
the defect and the substrate increases. The maxima of σbr+ and σbr− are plotted in Figure 11(b) 
as a function of ε for the dielectric substrate case. Both decrease and saturate for large values 
of ε. It is also worth remarking that when the defect is on the substrate, σbr > 0, except for 
some positions corresponding to the metallic substrate case. This means that, on average, 
the backscattering is enhanced by a particle on the dielectric substrate, but it can be reduced 
when the defect lies on a metallic substrate. However, when the defect is on the cylinder, 
negative values are found for either kind of substrate.  
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Fig. 11. (a) Evolution of σbr as a function of the substrate optical properties. A defect lies on 
the substrate. (b) Evolution of max(σ+) and max(σ−) for pure dielectric substrates as a function 
of the substrate dielectric constant ┝ [Albella et al., 2008]. 

 

 

Fig. 12. Near-field plots corresponding to two different substrates illuminated at normal 
incidence. The figures on the left correspond to the reference case having no defect and on 
the right to a defect on the substrate. On the top are results for a dielectric substrate ε = 1.6 
and on the bottom for a gold substrate ε = 11 + 1.5i. 

Finally, to illustrate this enhancement, Figure 12 shows some examples of the near-field 
pattern obtained for two different substrates illuminated at normal incidence. The figures on 
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the left correspond to the reference case having no defect and on the right to a defect on the 
substrate. On the top are results for a dielectric substrate ε = 1.6 and on the bottom for a gold 
substrate.  We see that for low values of ε, we observe a new spatial distribution around the 
micron-sized particle resulting in a new local maximum of intensity, which produces the 
maximum change with respect to the non-defect case. This strong change in the near-field 
distribution is not surprising since this defect position corresponds to a maximum in σbr+ as 
observed in Figure 11(b). Near-field plots (Figure 12) show a close correlation among the 
maxima located near the microstructure and the angular (φ) and linear (x) positions of the 
maxima obtained for σbr plots. 

6. Conclusion 

The results in this chapter suggest that the measurement of σbr can be a useful means of 
monitoring, sizing and characterizing small defects adhered to microstructures or 
substrates. From a practical point of view, detection and sizing of very small defects on 
microstructures by some reliable and non-invasive method is useful in quality control 
technology. In this context, the objective was to study the sensitivity of this technique to the 
optical properties of the substrate in two situations: (A) when the defect was located on a 
cylinder and (B) when the defect was located on the substrate near a cylinder. We also have 
anticipated how choosing the appropriate material for the substrate in each particular 
situation can influence this detection. In this chapter a system structured at two different 
levels has been analyzed by studying its scattering properties in the backscattering 
direction. 
A parameter σb± defined as the integration of the backscattered intensity over a given 
quadrant is a quantitative measure of overall backscattering variations. It can be used, for 
instance, by measuring the relative variation with respect to an initial system σbr±  as has 
been discussed in this chapter, as a simple measure of asymmetry through |σb+- σb−|, or 
through a backscattering asymmetry index 2|σb+ − σb−|/(σb+ − σb−), presumably suitable for 
experimental situations. Parameter σb itself can be experimentally obtained through different 
configurations [Peña et al., 2000]. 
The potential uses of a parameter like σbr± depend very much on the needs of the research 
and on any previous knowledge. When applied to the double-cylinder case, the following 
has been demonstrated:  
i. With the defect on the cylinder, parameter σbr± depends on the defect size and position, 

while when the defect is on the substrate, σbr± is also dependent on the main particle size 
D;  

ii. With the defect on the cylinder, its composition (metal/dielectric) may be identified 
from the sign of σbr± for a given defect position;  

iii. A remarkable increase of σbr− is characteristic of the defect being on the substrate and is 
not found when the defect is on the principle particle;  

iv. Strong oscillations in σbr+ observed when the defect is on the substrate for small values 
of x can identify very precisely the position of the defect;  

v. The use of metallic or dielectric substrates does not affect significantly the behaviour of 
σbr and therefore does not present a limitation for this parameter. 

This is not the first time that changes in the backscattering pattern obtained from a simple 
configuration allows for the characterization of some geometrical or material changes 
produced in the scattering object, but we think the procedure shown here is applicable to a 
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wide range of 2D structures whose defects often require rapid identification. Finally, these 
results have a natural extension to 3D geometries that would enlarge the range of practical 
situations and the scope of this work. This would require more powerful computing 
techniques and tools applied over an extensive caustic. Everything shown in this chapter 
can be seen as the basis for analyzing more complex geometrical systems. 

7. Appendix 

A particle sizing method is proposed using a double-interaction model (DIM) for the light 
scattered by particles on substrates. This model, based on that proposed by Nahm and 
Wolfe [Nahm & Wolfe, 1987], accounts for the reflection of both the incident and the 
scattered beams and reproduces the scattering patterns produced by particles on substrates, 
provided that the angle of incidence, the polarization and the isolated particle scattering 
pattern are known. 
In this context, we show the results obtained using a simple model to assess the effect of the 

presence of a nano-defect on a microstructure located on a substrate. This three-object 

system can be modeled with an extension of the double interaction model, which was 

shown to be useful for obtaining the electric field scattered from a single particle resting on a 

substrate. In this chapter, we extend that model in a 2D frame, to a system where there are 

two metallic cylinders, one being a nano-defect lying on a micron-sized structure that rests 

on a flat substrate. We also show how this simple model reproduces the scattering pattern 

variations with respect to the defect-free system when compared to that given by an exact 

method. It is important to remark that this model has two interesting features: (1) 

Transparency, in that it is easy to understand the mechanisms involved in the scattering; 

and (2) Easy numerical implementation that can lead to fast computation. 

Model description 

The system consists of an infinitely long metallic cylinder of radius R placed on a flat 

substrate (see Figure 13) while another, much smaller, cylinder rests on top of the first. Both 

cylinders are assumed metallic, and in our calculations we give them the properties of silver. 

The cylinder axis is parallel to the Y direction, and the X-Z plane is the scattering plane. This 

reduces the geometry to 2D. The model we propose in this work can be described as an 

application of the DIM [Nahm & Wolfe, 1987] for normal incidence in two steps: (1) to the 

large cylindrical microstructure located on the flat substrate and (2) to the small cylindrical 

nano-defect, assuming that the underlying cylinder approximates a flat substrate for the 

small cylinder. Of course, the accuracy of this second approximation improves as the ratio 

r/R approaches zero. We shall limit our solution to the range 0 < r/R < 0.1. 

The DIM is based on the standard T-matrix solution for the isolated scatterer at normal 
incidence. Two contributions to the total scattered field are generated in any direction: the 
light directly scattered from the particle, and that scattered and reflected off the substrate. 
The latter is affected by a complex Fresnel coefficient, thus having its phase shifted because 
of its additional path. 
If we now consider the two-particle system, the total scattered far field at a fixed scattering 
direction given by the scattering angle θs is the coherent superposition of four contributions, 
two of them due to the large cylinder and two due to the small one. Looking at Figure 13, 
arrows labelled (1) and (3) represent the components directly scattered by the particles to 
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Fig. 13. Multiple interaction model for two structures illuminated at normal incidence. Inset 
shows the flat substrate approximation and image theory applied to the defect. 

the detector; and arrows labelled (2) and (4) correspond to the components scattered 
downwards by the particles and then reflected towards the observation angle. 
Simple calculations allow us to account for the phase shifts produced by the extra-path of 
each contribution from a plane normal to the incidence direction to a plane normal to the 
observation. Taking the direct contribution (3) as the reference beam having zero phase 
 (├3 = 0): 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1

2 . 1 cos s
s

R rπ θ
δ θ

λ
+ +

=−  (A.1) 

 ( )2 1

4 . cos s
s

rπ θ
δ θ δ

λ
= +  (A.2) 

 ( )4

4 . cos s
s

Rπ θ
δ θ

λ
=  (A.3) 

where θs is the scattering angle, R and r are the radii of the large and small cylinders 
respectively, and ┣ is the incident wavelength. Reflection from the substrate is simplified 
using the plane wave approximation and considering S-polarization, and is given by the 
Fresnel reflection coefficient in its complex form, 

 ( ) ( )
( )

2

2

ˆcos sin
ˆ
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θ ε θ
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θ ε θ

− −
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+ −
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The total scattered electric field under the assumptions of this Combined Double Interaction 
Model (CDIM) is given by the sum of the four contributions, 
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where A0 is the amplitude of the incident beam, and the complex terms have been expressed 
in their polar form, φi is the Mie phase corresponding to the ith contribution, F(θs) is the 
amplitude of the scattered electric far field in the θs direction for an isolated particle, which 
are given by the T-matrix amplitudes applied to the case of a cylinder, and αs is the phase 
introduced by the Fresnel reflection.  

Testing the model 

Results obtained by using the CDIM are compared with others obtained from the ET 
method, which is an exact rendering of the Maxwell equations in their integral form. Figure 
14 shows the scattering intensity patterns obtained from the CDIM approximation (top) and 
from the ET (bottom) in semi-logarithmic scale. CDIM results have been shifted upwards for 
an easy visualization. The continuous line plots correspond to the defect-free situation 
(single cylinder) in all cases, while the dashed line corresponds to the case of a defect located 
on the top of the cylinder. 
In Figure 15 we consider the range of validity of this model. CDIM and ET are compared for 
R = λ and for r = 0.05λ, 0.1λ and 0.15λ. We observe that both patterns show the same outer 
minima positions for a defect/cylinder aspect ratio (r/R) up to 0.1, while for the case r/R= 
0.15, distortions in the pattern become important. The CDIM reproduces the changes 
produced in the lobed structure of the scattering patterns and particularly the minima 
positions. If we look at Figure 14(a) as an example, we can see that in the case of the exact 
solution (shown at the bottom part of the graph), there is a shift in the minima produced by 
the presence of the defect, and this shift is accurately reproduced by the model. 
One limit imposed on the ratio r/R is due to assuming the underlying main cylinder is flat. 
For values of r/R < 0.1 the changes introduced by the real curvature in the Fresnel 
coefficients and in the T-matrix scattering amplitude are very small and the changes in the 
phase of the contribution due to the optical path difference are negligible as long as R is of 
the order of the wavelength. 
Although this problem may be overcome by numerically calculating the exact angular 
reflections and paths, it is worthwhile to consider this model for its simplicity and 
transparency. Because of its simplicity, the model can be extended to other situations, for 
instance, a 3D implementation by introducing the Mie coefficients for spheres, different 
contaminating particles, different defect locations, etc.  
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Fig. 14. Scattering patterns calculated using CDIM and ET for three different sizes of the 
underlying cylinder, keeping a constant defect/cylinder aspect ratio of 0.1: (a). R = λ/2 and r 
= λ/20; (b). R = λ and r = λ/10; (c). R = 1.5λ and r = 0.15λ. This corresponds with defect sizes 
of 60, 120 and 180 nm for an incident wavelength of 0.6 ┤m [Albella et al., 2007]. 

 

 

Fig. 15. Scattering pattern of an R = λ cylinder with a defect of r = 0.05λ, 0.1λ and 0.15λ 
calculated using CDIM (top) and ET (bottom) [Albella et al., 2007]. 
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